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Thoughts, Actions and Events Pertaining to an Eco-sensitive World-view 

 

SYMBIOSIS – a definite definition 
communicate - IT’S NOT JUST ART-SPEAK 

the BIGGER picture – an eco-perspective 
FIELD PAINTING – an energetic objective 

 

 
blood flow (earth pigments and pva on driftwood; 2008) 

 

language n. Communication of thoughts and 
feelings through a system of arbitrary signals, such 

as voice sounds, gestures, or written symbols. 
www.answers.com 



 
cultural symbiosis (digital photograph; peter ward 2011); eco-bugs (pen on paper; peter ward 2011) 

 

SYMBIOSIS – a definitive definition 
 
A few of us have been becoming a little worried at the apparent misuse and overuse of the word “SYMBIOSIS”. 
We had originally understood this ecologically and harmoniously appropriate word to mean a mutually 
beneficial and essential interdependence between biological organisms, such as that between algae and 
fungi in the ‘symbiotic organism’ that we know as lichen. However, we must stand corrected and accept that 
the word may be used more ‘loosely’ and somewhat metaphorically for a multitude of socially engaged 
situations, although that does not mean we must stop cringing every time it is used! 
 
  
sym!bi!o!sis  (smb-ss, -b-) 
n. pl. sym!bi!o!ses (-sz) 
1. Biology A close, prolonged association between two or more different organisms of different species that 
may, but does not necessarily, benefit each member. 
2. A relationship of mutual benefit or dependence. 
 
[Greek sumbisis, companionship, from sumbioun, to live together, from sumbios, living together : sun-, syn- + 
bios, life; see gwei- in Indo-European roots.] 

 
 from www.thefreedictionary.com 



communicate - IT’S NOT JUST ART-SPEAK 
 

 
3 black forms (earth pigments on paper; peter ward 2008) 

 

com!mu!ni!cate  (k-myn-kt) 
v. com!mu!ni!cat!ed, com!mu!ni!cat!ing, com!mu!ni!cates 

 

v.tr. 
1. a. To convey information about; make known; impart. 

b. To reveal clearly; manifest. 
2. To spread (a disease, for example) to others; transmit. 

 

v.intr. 
1. To have an interchange, as of ideas. 

2. To express oneself in such a way that one is readily and clearly understood. 
3. Ecclesiastical To receive Communion. 

4. To be connected, one with another. 
 

Amid the frustration of ‘Art-Speak’ and proposals for the deconstruction of language toward a more 
ecologically appropriate, process-based form I spuriously suggest that we may be forgetting that the aim of 

language is to communicate and that the use of language is for us to construct with skill and care so that we 
may allow it to fulfill its function within society. Surely we have enough words to coherently describe and 

demonstrate to each other the meaning and process of our actions, as well as to enjoy in their literary purity! 
The words and structures that have evolved over millennia are more than adequate, if used carefully and 
creatively. We are also familiar with their multitude of implications and meanings. If I wanted to know the 

meaning of the word community, for example, I would look in a dictionary not ask a relational artist!! Obviously 
the intellectuals have yet again too little to do with their time! Give them some wood to chop, a field to plough 

or some water to collect and they may understand a little more the true place, purpose and relevance of 
words and language. 

 

“Those who know do not speak.” Taoist proverb  
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collaboration (digital image; peter ward 2011) 



the BIGGER picture – an eco-perspective 
 
per!spec!tive [per-spek-tiv] –noun 
 

1. a technique of depicting volumes and spatial relationships on a flat surface. 
2. the faculty of seeing all the relevant data in a meaningful relationship. 

 
 
As I continue to continue my relentlessly reflective and causally critical evaluation of my vocational obsession, 
that is deconstructive post-structuralist ecological art, I have at last stopped mid-tracks to see that which I have 
missed. While floating in the etheric ambience of intellectual nuance I simply forgot to look outside and to then 
look back in – to appreciate my scale, my spatial relevance, my relational context. 
 
We are just art, we are but a part, of something so big, of a thousand voices calling, of this and that, of song 
and dance, of action and word; we are ecology, we are bio-diversity, we are climate change, we are self-
evidently responsible through are own existence, we are the butterfly and the hurricane, we are a wave 
breaking and a distant star, we were here at the beginning and we will be here at the end; 
 
We are art and we are science, we are magic and mystery and we are power; 
We are pure energy, vibrating and resonating forever. 
 
So, when seeing Art from this perspective its relevance and power, its place within society, is simply evolution, it 
is process and every act, however small, that we choose to perform, in whatever form, is a valid and positive 
contribution toward PEACE, if that is our intention. 
 
More practically, the construction of and juxtaposition within space of participatory and relational art as 
installation may form a microcosmic correlation and experiential totality reminiscent of the energetic reality 
that we have come to understand as being. 
 

 

 
this England (installation view; peter ward 2009) 

 



 
sea of souls II (earth pigments and pva on handmade paper; peter ward 2009) 

 

FIELD PAINTING – an energetic objective 
 

field [feeld] – noun 
 

1. an expanse of open or cleared ground, esp. a piece of land suitable or used for pasture or tillage. 

2. (Physics) the influence of some agent, as electricity or gravitation, considered as existing at all points in 

space and defined by the force it would exert on an object placed at any point in space. 

 

 
Not another controversial graffiti exploit or a representational subject matter, although both could prove 

interesting, but an attempt to understand and express the nature of the painting as an object or the painted 
object, the nature of the materials from which it is made and the sense that an artwork does not end at its 

measurably physical perimeter.  How we may energetically charge an object and how this object then 
becomes an element of our ecology with a life of its own. A painting or artwork that glows, that resonates with 

a tangible presence for me is one that works, that lives and it is this spiritual potential within Art that has 
obsessed me for many years and connects Art to the energetic principles of Quantum theory…  

 
As a painter and picture maker engaged in Ecological Art practice, the use of and interest in earth pigments 

as a painting medium is rooted in a desire to create objects/images/actions/installations/events that recreate 
the tangible and living resonance of nature. The belief that this is possible has been based on an early 

experience of Mark Rothko’s painting installation room in the Tate Gallery in 1983, and a later appreciation and 
recognition of the symbiotic nature of the creative process to the paintings and cultural events and beliefs of 

Australian Aboriginal People. 
 



A respect for and connection to nature may be exemplified by the experience of such rhythmic and visually 
energetic occurrences as the glow of a landscape, the rhythm of ocean waves, the pulsing of fire and the 

deep sense of wonder created by direct and intimate experiences with wildlife, and a sense that we are an 
integral part of it all. Both experiential and creative intuition, a sense of historical perspective and a broad 

scientific understanding and knowledge may fuel this sense of wonder, and the sanctity and meaning that it 
may give to life. 

 
Furthermore, by looking closer and closer at the materials that make up both the earth and the matter of our 

art we may begin to identify visual energetic signatures that emulate and evoke a powerful experience of this 
deep resonance which is the living evidence of the holistic ecological reality. Through connecting this imagery 

to its geographical source we may begin to create a new kind of site-specific and site-relevant landscape 
painting that may in some way reconnect others to the sacredness not only of individual areas but also 

through implication to the earth and universe as a whole. 
 

Through an appreciation of the evolving role and function of art and creativity within society, the form this 
‘painting’ may take will feasibly range from geological exploration to performance art within the landscape, to 

paint making workshops and inferred musical scores and dance sequences, in the hope of creating an 
evolutionary practice of ecological painting. The creation of objects and actions which expand beyond their 

traditional boundaries actively embodies the principles expressed through quantum theory and the 
understanding of morphic and habitual fields animated through ecological dynamics. 

 

 
red and black earth – two sides of the world (earth pigments and pva on handmade paper; peter ward 2009) 

 
 

" Of course, actual experience, not the limited abstractions of science, matters most in the 
conduct of our lives. It is our entire experience, including our cultural heritage, that links us to 

the world in which we live, not just the artificially limited aspects of experience that 
constitute an experiment or a scientific observation. If we are not to live double lives, split 

between an 'objective', impersonal, mechanistic reality and the 'subjective' world of 
personal experience, we need to find a way of bridging these two realms." 

from 'The Rebirth of Nature - The Greening of Science and God' by Rupert Sheldrake 
 



 
from pillar to post, northam burrows (digital photo; peter ward 2011) 

 

 

…if someone goes from pillar to post,  
they are forced to keep moving 

 from one place to another 
from www.thefreedictionary.com 

 
com!mu!ni!ty  (k-myn-t) 
n. pl. com!mu!ni!ties 
1.a. A group of people living in the same locality and under the same government. b. The district or locality in 
which such a group lives. 
2.a. A group of people having common interests: the scientific community; the international business 
community. b. A group viewed as forming a distinct segment of society: the gay community; the community of 
color. 
3.a. Similarity or identity: a community of interests. b. Sharing, participation, and fellowship. 
4. Society as a whole; the public. 
5. Ecology a. A group of plants and animals living and interacting with one another in a specific region under 
relatively similar environmental conditions. b. The region occupied by a group of interacting organisms. 
 

[Middle English communite, citizenry, from Old French, from Latin commnits, fellowship, from commnis, 

common; see common.] 
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It simply isn’t cricket, after all!       Unofficial newsletter of UCF MA Art & Environment Group        pw!20xi 


